PSHE Year 2 Summer
This term includes the JIGSAW areas of:
Relationships
Changing Me

PSHE and the curriculum:
Essential Skills

PSHE (Personal, social, health and economic education) is
non-statutory but schools are expected to build upon skills
which allow pupils to make safe and informed decisions in
the areas of: anti-bullying; drugs, alcohol and tobacco education;
economic wellbeing; emotional wellbeing and mental health;
healthy lifestyles; Relationships and sex education and safety
(online and physical).
Our curriculum must be balanced and broadly based and
promote the spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical
development of pupils and prepare them for later life.
At Ben Jonson, we have also incorporated guidance from
‘Learning for peace’ which attempts to support children to live in
harmony with themselves, with others and their community.
We also focus on the teaching of conflict resolution through Restorative Justice principles.

•

I can recognize and appreciate people who can help
me in my family, my school and my community

•

I understand how it feels to trust someone

•

I can express my appreciation for the people in my
special relationships

•

I know how my body has changed since I was a baby

•

I can recognize physical differences between boys
and girls and use correct names for parts of the body

•

Know that some parts of my body are private

•

I understand there are different types of touch

•

I am confident to say what I like and don’t like and
can ask for help

•

Recognise gender stereotypes

Key vocabulary
Summer 1:
Trust
Trustworthy
Honesty
Reliability
Compliments
Celebrate
Positive
Negative
Appreciate
Summer 2:
Baby
Boy/male

Toddler

Girl/female

Child

Vagina

Squeeze

Like

Teenager

Penis
Dislike

Testicles

Adult

Independent

Public

Comfortable

Private

Freedom
Touch

Cuddle

Hug

Uncomfortable

Key Content:
Summer 1: Relationships
Know that my family is made up of different people
Recognise and appreciate people in my family, school and community who can help me
Identify people to speak to in school (DSLs, LMs, MMS) (Link to JIGSAW pieces 5 & 6 & Family Album p.62 LFP)

Summer 2: Changing Me
Recognise how my body has changed since I was a baby (Link to JIGSAW piece 3)
Recognise physical differences between boys and girls (Link to JIGSAW piece 4)
Know some forms of touch are unacceptable (NSPCC pants content and link to JIGSAW piece 5)
Recognise gender stereotypes
Is there differences between what girls and boys can do? (The female lead lesson content LFP)

Linked texts:
Learning for Peace: there is a copy of this available for each year group.
** Zones of regulation staff training is ongoing

